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NATO STRATEGIC CONCEPT 2022: A summary

Aida Lorca, Raquel Lorente, Patricia Moreno & María Robles

NATO leaders gathered in Madrid on June 29 and 30 at what has been described as a historic Summit.
Among the agreements reached, one can highlight that the United States will send more weapons
and troops to Europe, as proof of a reinforced transatlantic bond and the Russian invasion of Ukraine;
and the Allies agreed to increase its military presence in the Eastern Flank of the Alliance with
300,000 troops, a sevenfold increase from the current level.

But if there is something to keep an eye on from this year’s NATO Summit, that is the publication of
the Strategic Concept of Madrid. This is the eighth since the organization was born and the fourth
that has been publicly released. The document reaffirms the objective of ensuring collective defence
based on a 360-degree approach by re-defining NATO's three main tasks: deterrence and defence,
crisis prevention and management, and cooperative security, to tackle “global and interconnected”
threats. And the Middle East, North Africa, the Sahel, the Western Balkans, the Black Sea region and
the Indo-Pacific are identified as regions of strategic interest to NATO. There are nine main highlights.
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1. Deterrence and defence

NATO is a defensive organization and as such it works for the prevention and response against
potential crises and threats to its members. The new strategic concept recognizes that collective and
cooperative security must rely on a strong transatlantic bond between Allies with shared values on
both sides of the Atlantic. Besides its core tasks, NATO remains committed to resilience regarding
technology, climate change, good governance, human security and gender; and to distance itself from
authoritarian regimes that challenge its “interests, values and democratic way of life”.

Similarly, the entry of arms control, disarmament and non-proliferation has had a very negative
impact on the security environment. Russia has not fulfilled its arms control obligations, and the use
of any chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear weapons against NATO will be considered a
security threat and NATO will respond. This is a warning to countries that possess such weapons, such
as Russia, Syria, North Korea, Iran and China, which is also developing them. NATO will continue to
maintain credible deterrence towards nuclear weapons, as well as to strengthen strategic
communications, enhance the effectiveness of its exercises and reduce strategic risks. NATO remains
strongly committed to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, considered the essential bulwark against
the spread of nuclear weapons.

2. Russia and the Eastern Flank

During the past months, the situation in Russia has become tenser and tenser. If the country was
depicted as a potential partner in the last strategic concept, Russia is far from being perceived as such
in the current one: NATO believes Russia is “the most significant and direct threat” to Euro-Atlantic
peace and stability, and proof of that is the invasion launched against Ukraine in February 2022 that
“violated the norms and principles that contributed to a stable and predictable European security
order”. However, the Alliance stresses that it does not seek confrontation and poses no threat to
Russia, despite the country’s tendency to “establish spheres of influence and direct control through
coercion, subversion, aggression and annexation”. Aiming at stability and predictability in the
continent, NATO believes the ball is on Russia’s roof to stop its aggressive behavior.

3. China

The 2010 strategic concept did not mention China, but the current one does. Allied countries believe
China threatens their interests, security and values through “ambitions and coercive policies”, this is
why they now consider Beijing as a challenge. Also, the Alliance finds that the Asian giant employs a
plethora of tools to increase its global influence, and its strategy to increase its influence is “opaque”.
Thus, NATO remains open to constructive engagement, including building reciprocal transparency to
safeguard the Alliance’s security interests. The organization states that it will work together
responsibly to address “the systemic challenges posed by China to Euro-Atlantic security” and
“ensure NATO’s enduring ability to guarantee defence and security”.

4. Southern Flank

The inclusion of the Southern Flank in the present Strategic Concept is a topic that countries like
Spain have been trying to draw attention to, as a source of insecurity that does not necessarily come
from the Euro-Atlantic space. Threats such as jihadist terrorism, illegal migration or human trafficking
are associated with the Southern geographical space, and NATO has recognized that conflict, fragility
and instability in the North of Africa, the Sahel and the Middle East directly affect our security, linked
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to contexts of “interconnected security, demographic, economic and political challenges”. For the
particular case of Spain, this idea of defence of the Southern Flank connects with NATO's
determination to “defend every inch of allied territory” while maintaining its commitment to Article 5
of the Washington Treaty: Spain has two autonomous cities, Ceuta and Melilla, located on African soil
that were previously not covered by the Treaty.

5. Climate change

NATO also considers climate change, which has a major impact on security, to be a “major threat of
our time”. It even affects the way in which armed forces operate. As a result, armed forces “need” to
operate in more extreme weather conditions and, as a consequence, are increasingly called upon to
act in catastrophic emergencies (e.g. food insecurity and health emergencies). In terms of crisis
prevention and management, NATO takes into account past experiences and will continue to improve
readiness, military and civil capabilities as well as civil-military planning and coordination.

NATO shows its aspirations to become “the leading international organisation in understanding and
adapting to the security impact of climate change”. The Alliance therefore pledges to promote
decisions that assess the impact of climate change on defence and security, and commits to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, through improved energy efficiency, investment in clean energy and
harnessing green technologies, as well as military effectiveness and a credible deterrence and
defence posture.

6. Cybersecurity

As for cyberspace, NATO sees it as an environment of continuous contestation, with actors seeking to
damage the organisation's security through actions in this area. Moreover, these competitors are
investing in new forms of technology that contribute to destabilising the Euro-Atlantic area, investing
in emerging technologies that could seriously damage security. Nevertheless, NATO sees these new
technologies as bringing both benefits and risks. They radically change the nature of conflict and are
vital in today's strategic competition.

The NATO Command Structure will be adapted for the information age in order to enhance cyber
defenses, networks and infrastructure. A secure use of access to space and cyberspace will be
maintained. A more integrated approach to building national and Alliance-wide resilience will be
pursued, in order to face military and non-military challenges. Furthermore, the document specifies
that a cyber-attack could rise to the level of an armed attack and could lead to invoking Article 5 of
the Treaty.

7. Terrorism

NATO has depicted terrorism as “the most direct asymmetric threat” that member states currently
face. Non-state armed groups take advantage of fragile contexts to recruit and radicalize individuals
that may be prone to attacking on Allied soil, and have been enhancing their lethal capabilities
especially through the use of technology. NATO’s approach towards the fight against terrorism seeks
to counter, deter, defend and respond to the threat, using a “combination of prevention, protection
and denial measures”. Cooperation with the United Nations or the European Union remains essential
to prevent and counter transnational terrorism.
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8. NATO enlargement

The organisation reaffirms the enlargement process as “a historic success” and “an expression of our
core values and strategic interest in Euro-Atlantic peace and stability”. The Open Door policy (Article
10 of the Washington Treaty) is thus consolidated, without being restricted by “any third party”.

The membership aspirations of some states are supported by the Alliance, which supports “their
independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity”. The organisation also reiterates its ties with
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Georgia and Ukraine, thus upholding the decisions taken at the 2008
Bucharest Summit and all subsequent decisions regarding Georgia and Ukraine. The Western Balkans
and the Black Sea region, given their strategic importance to the Alliance, will see them maintain
their support for its Euro-Atlantic aspirations and increase its efforts to strengthen the capabilities of
those who request it to deal with the various threats and challenges resulting from third-party
interference and coercion.

9. Partnerships

Allies commit to increase their efforts in crisis and conflict prevention, through better collaboration
with neighbouring and vulnerable partners, increasing the size and scope of security assistance, and
strengthening cooperation with the United Nations, the European Union and other regional
organisations (e.g., OSCE and African Union), particularly in the area of human security.

The European Union is determined to be “a unique and essential partner for NATO” because of the
values they share. However, the Alliance and the EU identify themselves as complementary, so that
they will enhance strategic partnership, political consultations and cooperation in various areas such
as the military, the Women, Peace and Security agenda, and climate change, among others. To this
end, NATO “recognises the value of a stronger and more capable European defence that contributes
positively to transatlantic and global security”. To this end, Allies are proactive in increasing defence
spending and developing their capabilities.

All these nine points are part of the organization's 360-degree deterrence and defense strategy.
Other issues considered of essential to maintain peace and stability by the new Strategic Concept
Along are maritime security and digital transformation; and investing in new defence technologies in
order to prepare for coercive use of political, economic, information and other hybrid tactics by both
state and non-state actors.

NATO closes its Madrid Strategic Concept (2022) by affirming that the Alliance “is indispensable to
Euro-Atlantic security”, as it guarantees the peace, freedom and prosperity of the Allies. As such,
member states reaffirm their unity as a defence against those who seek to undermine “our security,
our values and our democratic way of life”.
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